
Letter of objection from: 

Gerry and Chery Kulman 

112 Durum Drive 

Brandon, Mb.R7b3Z3 

 

As residents of Durum Drive, we are writing to express our opposition to the proposed changes outlined 
in the Secondary Plan By-law #7080 and By-law # 7310. 

We have been homeowners on Durum Drive for the past 24 years. We have several concerns regarding 
the new By-law proposal. Traffic volume and excessive speed are major concerns. With the 
development of the Brookwood Subdivision and Bella Field, traffic has increased dramatically in the past 
few years. Speed being a major concern. Getting out of our own driveway has become quite a challenge 
some days. 

There are also large construction trucks and equipment that use Durum Drive to get to construction 
sites. Currently there is a traffic sign at the intersection of 34th Street and Aberdeen Avenue that shows a 
truck with an arrow through it. By-law # 5468 S.54(d).  No one at Brandon City Hall or the By-law office 
can find any such number in their records. So trucks keep using Durum Drive as a though fare, some at 
unsafe speeds. 

Traffic at the intersection of Lakeview Drive, Aberdeen Avenue and 34th Street is a safety concern. There 
needs to be traffic lights installed to slow the traffic down to ensure the public’s safety.  

For the past 24 years it was our understanding that Maryland Avenue was originally supposed to be 
extended from 26th Street to 34th Street. That is not shown on the new proposed plan. We recently 
discovered that several years ago there was a decision made not to extend Maryland Avenue through to 
34th Street. We would have made an objection to that decision then as the traffic was already starting to 
increase on Durum Drive. We heard that we were not consulted due to the fact that we were not within 
range to be notified.  Extending Maryland right through to 34th Street would surely take traffic from 
Durum Drive, especially when the proposed school gets built on the west side of 34th Street in the 
Brookwood Subdivision. We see that there are also 2 additional schools that are to be built on the 
proposal.  Durum Drive was designed to be a residential roadway, not a major arterial route from 34th 
Street through to 26th Street. 

Another concern we have as homeowners on the west side of Durum Drive, is that we back onto land 
owned by homeowners whose homes face 34th Street. We are back to back with our neighbors. They 
have extra wide and extra deep properties. Which has allowed for the homeowners involved enjoying 
some privacy which is becoming too rare inside city limits. The proposed plan could allow for 
development directly behind our property. That would negatively affect our property values!   

We suggest that traffic and safety become your main objective in revising the proposed plan.  

Thank You for reviewing our objections. 
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Bev Workman 
117 Durum Drive 
Brandon, MB 
R7B 3Z3 
 
Sept. 08, 2021 
 
Andrew Mok 
City of Brandon 
638 Princess Ave. 
Brandon, MB 
R7A 0P3 
 
Andrew, 
 
To begin with, I will apologize for my lack of expertise in city planning and terminology and thus 
this may result in some improper wording.  However, I have lived on Durum Drive since 1997 
and do have some concerns about the new developments in southwest Brandon. 
 
I am writing this letter in regards to By-law 7080 (By-law 7310) which is being amended by By-
law No. 7124.  I am specifically in opposition to the lack of revisions being made in “Schedule E: 
Southwest Brandon Transportation Plan”.  My points of concern are 
 
1.  Background:  In By-law 7080, it states under 4.1 TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSIT – 
“Transportation and transit policies for the Secondary Plan area focus on creating a multi-modal 
transportation system that provide a range of viable travel choices – walking, cycling, transit 
and driving – that are seamlessly connected, safe, and convenient. A multi-modal 
transportation system that allows people to travel between important destinations within the 
Secondary Plan area and the rest of the city should shall be considered.”  In Schedule E:  
Southwest Brandon Transportation Plan”, Maryland Avenue proceeds from 18th Street to the 
west side of Marquis Crescent and then it stops.   
 
Concern:  With Maryland Avenue not being connected to 34th Street, eastbound traffic from the 
Brookwood development is being funneled onto Durum Drive (via Aberdeen) in order to reach 
the southern or southeast regions of Brandon.  Each year, as Brookwood develops, traffic 
becomes more intense on Durum Drive. 
 
Reasoning for opposition:  With the nearest large routes going east/west being Richmond 
Avenue and Patricia Avenue (one mile apart), it would only seem to make sense that Maryland 
Avenue would connect to 34th Street to “seamlessly connect” the new development in the 
Southwest Brandon Secondary Plan to any existing development allowing a direct route 
east/west. 
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2.  Background:  In By-law 7080, 4.1 TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSIT – “4.5.4 - The layout of 
the local street system should provide direct connections and connectivity between all parts 
of the community, and allow for efficient multi-modal transportation routes.”  Again, in 
“Schedule E:  Southwest Brandon Transportation Plan”, Maryland Avenue proceeds from 18th 
Street to the west side of Marquis Crescent and then it stops.   
 
Concern:  With Maryland Avenue not connecting to 34th Street, there is no “direct connection”.   
Traffic to and from Brookwood is moving onto Durum Drive, which is definitely not a direct 
connection. 
 
Reasoning for opposition:  Maryland Avenue should be connected to 34th Street to provide that 
direct connection. 
 
3.  Background:  In By-law 7080, 4.1 TRANSPORTATION AND TRANSIT – “4.6.1 Arterial streets 
within the Secondary Plan area generally intersect with other arterial and collector streets to provide 
the highest level of service and accommodate a large volume of traffic.”  Also, in By-law 7080, 7.1 
DEFINITIONS: “Arterial Street - The primary function of this roadway classification is to support traffic 
movement of all vehicle types, usually with limited access and at a high speed. Parking is usually 
restricted during peak hours or prohibited throughout the day.   

Also, referring to TRANSPORTATION and TRANSIT within By-law 7080, 4.5 Street Hierarchy Policies: 
“4.5.3 - Local streets within the Secondary Plan area generally intersect with collector and other local 
streets. Local streets provide vehicular access to individual building lots and accommodate low volumes 
of traffic traveling at low speeds. Local street ROW’s typically are 20.0m wide to allow for a roadway, 
one (1) sidewalk, underground utilities and landscaped boulevards.” 

Concern:  The plan does not put into place an arterial route, 34th Avenue, “intersecting with 
another arterial route”, Maryland Avenue.  Durum Drive, by definition, is not an arterial route, 
but is being treated like one.  Durum Drive fits the definition of a local street.   
 
Reasoning for opposition:  Maryland Avenue should be connected to 34th Street to alleviate 
pressure on Durum Drive and allow an arterial route to connect to another arterial route. 
 
4.  Background:  In By-law 7080, 5.1 URBAN DESIGN - 5.3 Gateway Policies – “5.3.2 The 
following intersections are considered gateway areas:”  

a) 34th Street and Aberdeen Avenue;  

b) 34th Street and the collector street between Aberdeen Avenue and Patricia Avenue;  

c) 34th Street and Patricia Avenue;  

d) Patricia Avenue and the collector street west of 34 th Street;  

e) Patricia Avenue and the collector street east of 34 th Street;  

f) 34th Street and Maryland Avenue;  and 
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g) 26th Street and Maryland Avenue. 

Concern:  It looks like Maryland Avenue was originally scheduled to extend to 34th Street but it 
was stroked out as an intersection.  The “Proposed Collector” off of 34th Street on “Schedule E: 
Southwest Brandon Transportation Plan” is so far south that it will not divert any traffic moving 
east on Lakeview Drive in Brookwood from using Durum Drive as their route east.  Durum Drive 
is being expected to be an arterial route. 
 
(NOTE:  I realize that some of the changes to By-law 7080, specifically the deletion of Maryland 
Avenue to 34th Street, were done a number of years ago.  It has been suggested that people 
living on Durum Drive should have gone to that meeting to express their opposition.  I believe 
people living in our area of Durum Drive would not have been given notice of the meeting 
because we live too far away from Maryland Avenue to receive the notice of the meeting.  
Therefore, it is hard to have input into a decision when you are not aware of the meeting.) 
 
Reason for opposition:  All of the reasons mentioned in #1, 2 and 3 above. 
 
Thank you for reading my letter and understanding my concerns. 
 
Bev Workman  
 
Homeowner - 117 Durum Drive 
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Andrew Mok

From: Darryl and Pauline Love <dplove@wcgwave.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, September 8, 2021 9:30 PM
To: Andrew Mok
Cc: Mayor Rick Chrest; Shawn Berry; City Clerk - Mailbox
Subject: [EXTERNAL]Southwest Brandon Secondary Plan Amendment

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization. Be cautious of web links or attachments. 

 

 
Dear Mr. Mok, 
 
As residents in the Parkdale area, we wish to express our objection to the above noted plan, in particular, the proposal 
to not continue developing Maryland Avenue through its natural progression West to 34th Street. Maryland Avenue is 
the Provincial road allowance and should continue through.  
With heavy traffic flows on 18th Street, Maryland Avenue and Durum Drive have now become the desired route for a 
great deal of traffic from the South heading to all Westerly areas of the City. Traffic on Durum is often observed 
travelling quite fast and recently, we have even observed Police conducting some welcomed traffic enforcement on 
what should be a quiet residential street. There are numerous children living and playing in this area. We should not 
need speed traps on a residential street. 
 
Durum Drive was not designed to be a main artery nor was it constructed as a truck route. There is a continual flow of 
large  commercial trucks/trailers, semis, and construction equipment cutting through this neighborhood instead of using 
the existing arterial streets. We expect that Durum will soon look much like Maryland and Marquis, damaged by all the 
heavy vehicle traffic. 
 
Parkdale is a great place to live. I do not believe it is right for the City to sacrifice any part of this neighborhood, its 
streets, or its property values, so they can build some winding roads to the South. The lack of street access points in 
Brookwood and Bella Field are laughable and I would hope that the City would refrain from continuing in that direction 
and build proper road access where it should be. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Darryl and Pauline Love 
104 Durum Drive 
Brandon, Manitoba 
dplove@wcgwave.ca  
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To Whom It May Concern 
 
The following is being submitted in reference to  a scheduled public meeting on 
September 15th, regarding Amendments to Secondary Plan by-law 7080 (By-Law 
7310).I am led to believe that proposed by law No., 7124 is set to revise portions or part 
of “Schedule E”, Southwest Brandon Transportation Plan. 
 
The main concern and reason for my opposition is that Durum Drive has been utilized as 
an “Arterial Street” as of recent years, and it now appears by your Schedule E, 
considering roadways and streets plotted, that Durum will be permanently used as such.  
Durum Drive is best described and suited to be a “local street” and cannot in common  
sense safety, continue to serve as a high traffic “Aerial roadway”.  Durum is being used 
as a route for numerous service, construction and personal vehicle to travel between 34th 
street/Aberdeen intersection Southward toward the Bella Field development or 26th 
Street/ Maryland intersection and visa versa.  I have noted on Durum in most recent 
years for examples; 1) trailer disconnected from towing vehicle and slam into the 
parking lane  2) Bobcat loosing its load of smaller motorized appliance, by falling out of 
the bobcat's bucket  3) Vehicle stopped at Durum Drive & Aberdeen, turning right or 
South, immediately safely stop, as a child scooted out of driveway #128 Durum and into 
the path of said vehicle.  4) A vehicle West/North bound on the curve in front of #96 
Durum overshoot the curve and end up on the boulevard in front of #100 Durum 
location.  The sheer volume increase in traffic only leads to the frequency of such 
incidents. 
 
It is my belief that Maryland avenue was originally scheduled to extend Westward to 
34th Street, but was somehow modified to date.  I did not receive any formal notification 
of such changes, in so far as a public meeting being held notifying local owners of such 
a change. 
 
With all respect, it appears the most sensible, safe  and efficient route for handling 
traffic, pedestrians and citizens would be for the extension of Maryland Avenue, 
Westward until it meets another Arterial route, being 34th Street.  The present physical 
qualifications of Durum Drive continuing to serve as an “Arterial Street, would only add 
to the frequency of an incident involving children or property safety.  The continuous 
increase in traffic volume which is bound to result, would only strengthen that 
possibility. 
 
 
 
Martin Kerelchuk 
Homeowner   113 Durum Drive 
07 Sept 2021. 
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